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Hi-Lo transmission with all metal internal gears
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NEWP R ODU CT

Waterproof receiver box integrated into bottom of chassis

Independent front suspension and rear AR60 OCP-Axle

WB8 HD Wild Boar rear driveshaft with updated larger diameter design

Universal axle set and M4 threaded turnbuckles

Icon adjustable aluminum shocks

™

2.2 Falken tires on 2.2 Method IFD™ Wheels
Heavy duty bevel gears improves gear mesh
Aluminum lower link plates for added durability and stiffness
AXIC9025 - Yeti™
Length: 19.5” (495mm)
Width: 12.3” (312mm)
Height: 7.7” (195mm)
Wheelbase: 14.2” (360mm)
Ground Clearance: 2” (50mm)
Weight (w/electronics): 6.51lbs (2.9kg)
For additional items, see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com.

®

2
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Now in kit form, theYeti™ is a skillfully engineered rock racing vehicle
with a solid rear axle and independent front suspension. Its distinct
aesthetic and technical elements were inspired by full-size desert
trucks. Its strategically engineered design supplies bashing stamina
while delivering a high level of technical rock racing abilities without
compromise in either category.This kit version will accept standard
1/10th scale brushed and brushless 4-pole systems and most major
stick pack batteries. Precision machined aluminum shocks are standard
equipment and deliver smooth suspension movement for consistent
handling.

It’s as serious as you want it to be; build it how you
want it! The Yeti™, dirt’s new friend –
NOW IN KIT FORM!
www.gpdealer.com
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ENJOY INDOOR FLYING FUN WITH THIS MICRO-LIGHT!
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NEWP R ODU CT

Ready-To-Fly Indoor EP Flyer

FLZA2100 INUM Indoor EP Flyer RTF
Wingspan: 8.46 in (215 mm)
Wing Area: 21.9 in² (1.4 dm²)
Wing Loading: 2 oz/ft² (6.1 g/dm²)
Length: 9 in (230 mm)
Weight: 0.3 oz (8.5 g)
Requires: nothing!

Actual Size

Everything you need is inside!
Along with the pre-assembled INUM Indoor Flyer
RTF you also get an interference-free 2.4GHz
transmitter with built-in LiPo charger, a rechargeable
3.7V 35mAh LiPo battery and four “AA” batteries.

From the Experts:

You don’t need good weather to fly the INUM — any decent-sized indoor space will
do! The INUM comes fully assembled and ready to go with everything you need, and
exhibits slow, smooth flight characteristics with good control authority. In a small
gym anyone can fly this ultralight! It’s simple for beginners, yet lots of fun for more
experienced pilots — and getting airborne is super-fast and easy!

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
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Pre-assembled and flight-ready

Long story short...

Powered by a 3.7V 35mAh LiPo battery
The 2.4GHz transmitter has a LiPo charger built in
Four “AA” batteries and a spare propeller are included

Tech Support 217-398-8970

®
™

Pre-assembled with everything included, the INUM Indoor Flyer
is as easy as R/C gets!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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LEGENDARY BMW STYLING — WITH AWESOME SPRINT 2 FLUX POWER!
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NEWP R ODU CT

53+ Mph

The BMW logo and the BMW wordmark are trademarks
of BMW AG and are used under license.

Dual Belt 4WD System
Geared Diffs

SF-10W High-Torque
Waterproof Servo

Waterproof
Receiver Case

Oil-Filled Racing
Shocks

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Fully licensed BMW M3 GTS replica body

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Flux Vektor 5900 brushless motor

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Officially licensed Rays/Volk TE37 wheels

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Adjustable turnbuckles

❚❚
❚❚

Precise bellcrank steering

Orange anodized aluminum chassis parts
Durable injection molded nylon main
chassis
Waterproof Flux Vapor ESC
Waterproof SF-10W steering servo and
receiver box
X-Pattern rubber tires
Foam bumper
Adjustable body posts for mounting
different bodies
Complete set of ball bearings
Oil-filled coil-over shocks
2° and 3° rear hubs for additional tuning
choices
Droop screws for race-tuning suspension
settings

X-Pattern Radial Tires

From the Experts:

Get ready to turn heads with this instant classic! The sleek, aerodynamic curves
of the BMW M3 GTS make for a perfect complement to HPI’s powerful Flux
brushless system, and the Sprint 2 platform with waterproof electronics is well
known for infinite adjustability and low maintenance. This full-time 4WD onroader handles like a dream — and it’s Ready-To-Run, too: just supply your choice
of battery and charger and start blowing the doors off the competition!

HPID2862 Sprint 2 Flux 4WD w/BMW M3
GTS Body RTR
Length: 17 in (431 mm)
Width: 7.9 in (200 mm)
Height: 5 in (127 mm)
Wheelbase: 10 in (254 mm)
Weight: 2.7 lb (1245 g)

Flux Vapor
Waterproof
Brushless ESC
6
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Flux Vektor
5900kV Motor

Long story short...
®

Tech Support 217-398-8970

The BMW M3 GTS and Sprint 2 Flux: the perfect
match of style and performance!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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OFF-ROAD EXCITEMENT THAT’S EASY
AND FUN!
ProSC 4x4 Short Course Truck RTR

❚❚

Fully assembled and ready to run, with shaft-drive
4WD

❚❚

Upgraded CVAs and rear dog bones for extra
durability

❚❚

Powered by a Reedy 550-SL 3500kV 4-pole
brushless motor and splash-proof Reedy SC800-BL
brushless ESC that’s 2S-3S LiPo compatible

❚❚

Heavy-duty gear diffs, aluminum drive shaft and
center slipper clutch

❚❚

Comes with a Reedy WolfPack 7-cell 8.4V NiMH
battery with High Current T- Connector

❚❚

Composite modular chassis with enclosed waterresistant receiver box

❚❚
❚❚

16 mm Big Bore composite fluid-filled shocks

❚❚

XP 2.4GHz radio system with XP metal gear digital
steering servo

High-grip racing tires mounted on 15-spoke off-road
hex drive wheels

❚❚

All metric hardware, adjustable steel turnbuckles
and ball bearings throughout

❚❚

Short-course style front and rear bumpers and
adjustable body mounts

❚❚

Factory painted and decaled short course truck
body

ASCD62** ProSC 4x4 Short Course Truck RTR
Length: 21.06 in (535 mm)
Width: 11.4 in (290 mm)
Weight: 5.78 lb (2624 g)
Wheelbase: 12.76 in (324 mm)

®
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Long story short...
Convenience, performance and an affordable
price combine to make the ProSC 4x4 a super
value in a Ready-To-Run short course truck!

NEW DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL
COLORS FOR R/C CARS!
R/C Paints for Polycarbonate Bodies

4.5 oz Spray Cans
DTXR4240
DTXR4253
DTXR4263
DTXR4270
DTXR4283
DTXR4288
DTXR4291
DTXR4295
DTXR4296
DTXR4297
DTXR4298

Chrome Backer
Light Blue
Gunmetal
Chrome
Fluorescent Bright Orange
Purple
Base Cover Black
Candy Yellow
Candy Orange
Pearl Lime
Teal

0.5 oz Bottles
DTXR4040
DTXR4053
DTXR4063
DTXR4070
DTXR4083
DTXR4088
DTXR4095
DTXR4096
DTXR4097
DTXR4098

Chrome Backer
Light Blue
Gunmetal
Chrome
Fluorescent Bright Orange
Purple
Candy Yellow
Candy Orange
Pearl Lime
Teal

New color choices include four solids, one Fluorescent, two
Candies and one Pearl

❚❚

Also available: Chrome paint with special Chrome Backer
(sold separately) for giving your ride an exciting mirror-like
finish

❚❚

All new colors are available in 4.5 oz spray cans and
convenient 0.5 oz bottles

❚❚

The larger can sizes go farther, and feature color-matching
lids

❚❚

Duratrax paints deliver excellent coverage and spray
patterns, at a great per-ounce price

From the Experts:

Duratrax has expanded its wide array of polycarbonate paints, so you
have even more choices! You’ll find new colors in every category —
along with the introduction of a chrome paint that will add real pizzazz
to your model. With so many colors available in both spray cans and
bottles, there’s a Duratrax paint that’s perfect for your vehicle’s body!

To see the entire line of Duratrax paints for
polycarbonate bodies, visit duratrax.com!

Long story short...
®

Products for everyone!

❚❚
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Now you have even more reasons to give your car
or truck a professional look with Duratrax paints!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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PODIUM POWER FOR 1/8 SCALE BUGGIES
Speed B2101 Buggy Engine

❚❚ Factory-tuned for maximum performance and power output
❚❚ Machined cylinder head improves cooling and lowers the center
of gravity for stability and predictable handling
❚❚ Features a DLC-coated crankshaft balanced with tungsten
weights and the efficient, reliable 21J carburetor
❚❚ Offers fast acceleration off the starting line and out of corners,
and immediate throttle response from low to high speeds
OSMG2045 Speed B2101 Buggy Engine
Displacement: 0.211 cu in (3.46 cc)
Bore: 0.646 in (16.4 mm)
Stroke: 0.646 in (16.40 mm)
Practical RPM: 4,000-42,000
Output: 2.61 hp @ 34,000 rpm
Weight: 12.42 oz (352 g)
Includes: 21J carburetor; 6 mm and 6.5 mm carb
reducers; P3 Turbo glow plug; dust cap set
(3 mm, 16 mm and 18 mm); exhaust seal ring
Requires: Glow fuel; T-2090SC Tuned Silencer Set

®

Long story short...
Long story short...

Power your buggy with the same engine that
took
Tessmann
the IFMAR
Worlds
RaceTy
like
your old to
favorite,
Speed
Racer,podium:
on the
the
B2101!
overSpeed
& under,
snap-lock racing track.

PREHEAT YOUR ENGINE FOR THE COMPETITIVE EDGE
12V DC Nitro Engine Heater

❚❚ Preheats and holds .19-.26 engines to the ideal 180-200˚F
(82-93˚C) range
❚❚ Works with 3S lithium batteries, DC power supplies or 12V
batteries
❚❚ Shuts off automatically after 10 minutes or if low voltage is
detected
❚❚ Blue status LED indicates heating and low-voltage conditions
❚❚ Top port allows starting or temperature monitoring with the
cover still in place
❚❚ Perfect for trackside or home use
™

TKPC9000 12V DC Nitro Engine Heater
Input: 10-12V DC
Output: 90W
Heating Time: 10 minutes (approx.)
Weight: 2.29 oz (65 g)
Diameter/Height: 2.48 x 1.96 in (63 x 50 mm)

Long story short...
Long
story short...
The 12V DC Nitro Engine Heater is the “set-andforget”
tool fordeath
boosting
engine
performance
Race through
defying
crossovers
with
and
mileage
and
reducing
wear and stress!
these
two hot
concept
cars.
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Q-Cop 450 Quadcopter RTF
❚❚ Aerodynamic design featuring brushless
motors and ultra-efficient propellers
❚❚ Camera has HD recording and real-time
hi-res video capabilities, and takes 16mp
still photos

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

ENJOY STABLE FLIGHT AND SUPER-SHARP VIDEOS
AND PHOTOS

❚❚ Cruising speed range of 22-33 mph, with
GPS-enabled directional control and auto
Return-to-Home feature
❚❚ 90° vertical camera control with shock
isolation
❚❚ Included 11.1V 5300mAh LiPo battery
delivers 20-25 minutes of flight time

®

HRCE3613
Q-Cop 450
Quadcopter RTF

Long story short...
Manythrough
Race
aerial adventures
death defying
awaitcrossovers
when youwith
take to
these
the
sky
two
with
hotthe
concept
Q-Copcars.
450 Quadcopter!

THE IDEAL ECONOMICAL ESC FOR SPORT FLYERS
Energy Sport Brushless ESCs and Programming Card
HRCM9048
Energy Sport Brushless
ESC 50A 2S-6S

❚❚ Smooth linear throttle response
❚❚ Thermal overload and signal loss protection
❚❚ Low voltage cutoff
❚❚ Pre-wired with standard battery and motor
connectors
❚❚ Programming Card allows for easy
customizing of any Energy Sport ESC
HRCM9046
HRCM9047
HRCM9048
HRCM9049
HRCM9050
HRCM9051

Energy Sport Brushless ESC 20A 2S-4S
Energy Sport Brushless ESC 40A 2S-4S
Energy Sport Brushless ESC 50A 2S-6S
Energy Sport Brushless ESC 60A 2S-6S
Energy Sport Brushless ESC 80A 2S-6S
Energy Sport Programming Card

HRCM9051
Energy Sport
Programming Card

Long story short...
®

Products for everyone!

Performance
Race
like yourand
oldreliability
favorite, Speed
at an affordable
Racer, on the
price
over &Energy
make
under, Sport
snap-lock
ESCsracing
an excellent
track. value!

www.gpdealer.com
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FASTER LAPS ARE YOURS FOR THE TAKING
1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Buggy Kit

Competitive racers are always looking for any
advantage that will help them win. To that end,
Team Durango has engineered the DEX410v4
to reward superior driving skills with premium
performance. And that’s not all: you’ll also
find that the DEX410v4 is easy to service and
equally easy to fine-tune to whatever track
conditions you face.

❚❚
❚❚

Easy-access differentials for quick maintenance

❚❚

Premium carbon fiber shock towers for added
strength and reduced overall weight

❚❚

Universal joint center drive shafts for
super-smooth operation

❚❚

Two-way slipper clutch for multiple tuning
options

❚❚

Aggressive cab-forward body design for
awesome looks and aerodynamics

Ultra-slim aluminum chassis for durability and
consistent handling

January 2015 ❘

With a long and impeccable pedigree, the
DEX410v4 is the right buggy for drivers who
are serious about racing!

TDRC0122
Length: 13.8 in (349 mm)
Width: 9.8 in (249 mm)
Weight: 3.85 lb (1750 g)
Wheelbase: 10.9-11.3 in (278-287 mm)

®

12

It’s the newest incarnation of World
Championship technology.

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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REALFLIGHT GOES WIRELESS!
™
®

ENJOY R/C FLIGHT
WHEREVER YOU ARE!

™
®

When getting to the flying field is a problem, RealFlight
is the answer. You can keep your skills sharp anytime
you want, and because the simulation is so accurate,
you’ll fly with confidence when you do get back to the
flight line. With the included interface, you control the
sim with the same SLT transmitter you take to the field!
RealFlight flies more like “real life” than any other R/C
sim. Reach ever-greater levels of expertise using your
favorite radio and this wireless SLT interface-equipped
edition of the world’s #1 R/C flight simulator!

❚❚

Just plug the dongle into your computer’s
USB port

❚❚

A setup window helps you quickly configure
RealFlight to be controlled by the radio that you
pilot real models, both Tx-R and those equipped
with AnyLink2

❚❚

Because the interface is wireless, you’re not
tethered to your PC!

GPMZ4524
Wireless SLT
Transmitter
Interface Edition

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

FEATUR E DMAN U FA C T UR E R

Now you can take RealFlight
anywhere on your smartphone or
tablet! RealFlight Mobile is the first
and only app based on the RealFlight
R/C Flight Sim. Add it to your iOS or
Android device today — the app is
free, and additional aircraft and flying
sites are available to download. Take
RealFlight Mobile with you anywhere
— and make time fly!

❚❚

No previous flying experience
needed

❚❚

Onscreen “joysticks” provide
easy control

❚❚

Comes with a flying site and
two R/C planes already loaded;
additional sites and aircraft are
also available

Get it NOW!

To see everything RF7.5 has
to offer, visit realflight.com!
®

™

14
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R/C Flight Sim
Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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GREAT DEALS ON GREAT
GASOLINE ENGINES!
Get up to $40 in
FREE MERCHANDISE!

$20

Gasoline engines offer many
advantages for R/C pilots, including
scale sound, superior performance
and excellent fuel economy. Add to
that a great rebate program, and you
have every reason to go with gasoline
power...but you’ll want to act fast!
From now through February 28,
2015, when you buy any select O.S.
gasoline engine you’ll be eligible to
receive a certificate worth up to $40
towards quality R/C products from
over 35 top brands! A wide range
of engines are included in this offer,
from the “mighty mite” GT15 all
the way up to the GT60 — and your
purchase of any of them will earn you
free merchandise at your participating
hobby shop!

OSMG1513
OSMG1515
OSMG1522
OSMG1533

Merchandise
Certificate

with the purchase of:

GGT15 w/Muffler
GT15 Air w/Muffler
GT22 w/Muffler
GT33 w/Muffler

OSMG1513

$40
OSMG1560
OSMG1561

Merchandise
Certificate

with the purchase of:

GT60 w/o Muffler
GT60 w/Muffler

OSMG1533

See bestrc.com for official rules
and downloadable rebate form
®

OSMG1561
©2014 Hobbico®, Inc. Void where prohibited. Some terms,
conditions and restrictions apply, and only while supplies last.
Available only at participating local hobby shops in the U.S. and
Canada. Rebates apply to purchases made between December
15, 2014 and February 28, 2015. Rebates are not distributed in
stores. Official rules and downloadable rebate request forms are
available at BestRC.com. Rebate requests must be submitted by
March 31, 2015.
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THE BEST BRUSHLESS
SYSTEMS — WITH THE BONUS
OF FREE MERCHANDISE!
™

$

10

More power, greater efficiency, exceptional speeds, longer
component life and less maintenance — these are all terrific
reasons for going brushless with Onyx systems. And when you
purchase one through February 28, 2015, you’ll have one more
great reason: a certificate worth up to $25 towards quality R/C
merchandise from over 35 top brands!
These systems are ideal for powering 1/8 and 1/10 scale kits, or
for upgrading RTRs. There are even systems that feature 4-pole
motors. Buy one today and you’ll soon be making a return trip
to your participating hobby shop for free merchandise!

Mail-in
Merchandise
Certificate

DTXC3164
DTXC3164
DTXC3165
DTXC3166
DTXC3172
DTXC3174

1/10 80A ESC/3930kV Brushless System
1/10 80A ESC/4420kV Brushless System
1/10 80A ESC/5900kV Brushless System
1/10 80A ESC/3650kV 4-Pole System
1/10 80A ESC/4550kV 4-Pole System

$

25

Mail-in
Merchandise
Certificate

DTXC3194
DTXC3195

1/8 120A ESC/2200kV Brushless System
1/8 120A ESC/2650kV Brushless System

®

Products for everyone!

DTXC3194

©2014 Hobbico®, Inc. Void where prohibited. Some terms, conditions and restrictions apply,
and only while supplies last. Available only at participating local hobby shops in the U.S. and
Canada. Rebates apply to purchases made between December 15, 2014 and February 28, 2015.
Rebates are not distributed in stores. Official rules and downloadable rebate request forms are
available at BestRC.com. Rebate requests must be submitted by March 31, 2015.

www.gpdealer.com
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1/25 SHOWBOAT WITH FIGURE
TV Tommy’s tire-smoking terror!

Tommy Ivo was the first to break the nine second mark in the quarter mile with a twin
engine rail dragster. However, he wasn’t content with being an ordinary drag racer. He
wanted to be, so “TV Tommy” as he became known, added two additional engines onto
his twin-engine dragster to create the “Showboat”. While Tommy was never able to race
the “Showboat”, his demonstration runs roused crowds across the country. Kit features
fully painted Tommy Ivo figure, four complete engine assemblies, and tube frame with
separate body panels.
85-1285

RMXS1285

Total Parts: 214

Skill Level: 3

Length: 6.75 in (171 mm)

1/25 JEEP® WRANGLER RUBICON
Off-road omnipotence

The iconic Jeep has been continuously improved since its introduction with the military
in World War II, keeping abreast with changing times and managing to stay relevant
through the decades. Much has changed, but at its core the Jeep is the same all-terrain,
go anywhere machine that carried the Allies deep into Axis territory. The Rubicon, named
after the Rubicon Trail in the Sierra Nevada Range, had special features such as front and
rear Dana 44 axles, Rock-Trac four-wheel drive, and special alloy wheels. Kit features
easy, snap-together construction.
85-1686

RMXS1686

Total Parts: 10

Skill Level: 1

Length: 5.9 in (150 mm)

1/24 VW RABBIT

German genius in America
After an incredible, decades long run, the iconic VW Beetle was replaced by the VW Golf
in 1974. For sales in the US, the Golf was dubbed the VW Rabbit. The vehicles’ transversemounted 4-cylinder water-cooled engine and front wheel drive gave it unprecedented
efficiency by comparison to contemporary American vehicles. Despite this, sales were
slow until sharp increases in oil prices drove a commensurate spike in VW sales.
Kit features a detailed 4-cylinder engine plus separate wipers and door handles.
85-4333

RMXS4333

Total Parts: 141

Skill Level: 2

Length: 6.25 in (159 mm)

1/25 SURFITE WITH FIGURE

Set out for a surfeit of surf with the Surfite
Tool down to the beach in the Surfite, set up your Tiki Hut, sack out, and wait for the big
one. This is the perfect set of wheels for the supreme surfer dude and it comes with a tiki
hut and a figure of ‘Big Daddy” Ed Roth himself. If, wherever you are, sand and surf calls
to you, then this model is for you. Kit features pre-painted Ed Roth figure, Tiki Surf Hut,
and three surfboards.

85-4347

2

RMXS4347

January 2015 ❘

Total Parts: 104

Skill Level: 3

Length: 3.75 in (95 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Crank up a cool Caddi.

The longest, the lowest, and the most ostentatious of all car designs, the 1959 Cadillac
was the dream ride of anyone who wanted to make a big impression. It was top of the
line, top rated and top dollar, with the Seville® ringing in at $7,401 (roughly 60 grand in
today’s money). Less than a thousand of these vehicles were produced, but they left an
indelible mark on automotive designers. Kit features a detailed 390 c.i. engine with
three two-barrel carburetors, whitewall tire inserts, textured vinyl top, plus cruise control
and suspension air bags.
85-4361

RMXS4361

Total Parts: 154

Skill Level: 3

w w w. revel l . com

1/25 1959 CADILLAC® ELDORADO™ HARDTOP

Length: 8.9 in (227 mm)

1/32 F-4G PHANTOM II “WILD WEASEL”
Search and destroy

Suppressing enemy air defenses is a crucial, highly demanding, and highly dangerous
mission. It amounts, tactically to a deadly game of hide and seek in which hidden SAM
batteries try to down lurking aircraft before they themselves are destroyed. The F-4
Phantom II was one of the most potent ‘Wild Weasel’ aircraft of the last several decades.
These aircraft played a key role in conflicts from Vietnam to Desert Storm. Kit features
access ladder, choice of two windscreen styles, wide selection of missiles including
AGM-78 Standard and AGM-45 Shrike.
85-5994

RMXS5994

Total Parts: 328

Skill Level: 3

Length: 23.9 in (607 mm)

REVELL OF GERMANY®
1/35 LKW 2T. TMIL GL (UNIMOG)
Top-notch transportation

The Mercedes-Benz Unimog is a line of exceptionally mobile and versatile mediumduty trucks that was introduced just after the end of WWII. Its ability to tackle any and
all terrain has made it a favorite of the Federal German Army and other armed forces
around the world. A six-cylinder diesel engine gives it power sufficient to travel at 50 mph
(82 km/h) and it is frequently armed with an MG3. Kit features detailed driver’s cab and
chassis, plus full decals for three versions—two German and one Belgian.
03082

RVLS3082

Total Parts: 190

Skill Level: 5

Length: 6.1 in (155 mm)

1/144 INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION ISS
Slip the surly bonds of Earth

The International Space Station elegantly demonstrates the opportunities afforded
by international cooperation. The station is a marvel of engineering, but even more
marvelous are the advances that it can make possible. Already, the station has taught
us much about the effects of prolonged weightlessness on numerous terrestrial beings,
including humans. In the future, it may serve as a gateway to further exploration.
Kit features structural supports, display stand with earth hemisphere, movable solar
panels, detailed modules, experiment platforms, two Soyuz modules, robotic arms,
figures, and detailed decals.
04841

Products for everyone!

RVLS4841

Total Parts: 183

Skill Level: 5

www.gpdealer.com

Length: 29.3 in (745 mm)

❘
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1/72 DASSAULT RAFALE M
France’s favorite fighter

The Rafale is a modern and highly developed twin engine fighter aircraft. The “M” variant
is a naval version with a strengthened airframe, longer landing gear, and a tailhook for
use on aircraft carriers. It is able to fill the interceptor, reconnaissance and fighter-bomber
roles. The Rafale offers extraordinary mission effectiveness, proven in Afghanistan and
Libya, due to its large radius of action, enormous payload, precise fire control system and
system redundancy. Kit features detailed cockpit, undercarriage, and exhaust nozzles
plus pylons for external loads, auxiliary tanks, MICA or MAGIC guided missiles, and
decals for two French Navy planes.
04892

RVLS4892

Total Parts: 73

Skill Level: 3

Length: 8.7 in (220 mm)

1/72 F/A-18C HORNET
Upgrades in action

For decades the F/A-18 Hornet has been the backbone of the U.S. Navy and Marine
Corps aviation branches. The “C” variant of the F/A-18 received extensive upgrades to
its radar, avionics, and armament, making it one of the most successful combat aircraft
in the world at introduction. It is fully capable of engaging surface and aerial targets and
is frequently used as a night attack fighter. Kit features detailed cockpit, optional twin
tailpipes, detailed landing gear that can be modeled extended or retracted, antennas, two
sidewinder missiles, and two auxiliary tanks.
04894

RVLS4894

Total Parts: 88

Skill Level: 3

Length: 9.3 in (235 mm)

1/32 BO 105 35TH ANNIVERSARY OF ROTH
FLY-OUT VERSION
Designed to deliver

The BO 105, introduced in 1970, is one of the most versatile light utility helicopters of
all time and has one of the most spotless service records of any helicopter in the world.
Additionally, the BO 105 is exceptionally aerobatic and is the first helicopter in the world
to use a hingeless rotor head. With the German Army, the BO 105 has served in the
anti-tank, transport, and reconnaissance roles but here it is shown with a very special
livery applied just before the type was withdrawn from its service near Roth in Bavaria.
Kit features detailed interior, rotating main & tail rotors and 35 years special decal set.
04906

RVLS4906

Total Parts: 84

Skill Level: 4

Length: 10.5 in (267 mm)

1/72 CONCORDE BRITISH AIRWAYS
Here to there faster

Concorde jets are capable of blasting past the sound barrier and streaming on to Mach
2 and beyond. They fly both higher (at 60,000 feet) and faster than any other transport
aircraft ever built, covering long transatlantic routes in half the time of their subsonic
compatriots. Unfortunately, that speed also requires absurdly high amounts of fuel—
roughly 4,800 gallons per hour of Mach 2 flight. The Concorde was retired from service
in 2003 but you can build your very own! Kit features detailed cockpit, engine bays, and
exhausts plus a large display stand and British Airways decals.
04997

4
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Total Parts: 162

Skill Level: 5

Length: 33.8 in (859 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Lost and found

Le Suroit, a research vessel owned by IFREMER, was instrumental in helping discover the
Titanic. This ship carried an advanced side-scanning sonar array which helped section and
eliminate vast swathes of sea floor from the search. Eventually, the efforts of Le Suroit
and Argo paid off. Titanic was discovered 2.2 miles beneath the surface of the waves
where she had lain for 73 years. Kit features two-piece hull, detailed superstructures,
all around deck railings, cranes, SAR sonar, display stand, and decals for the 1985 Titanic
Expedition.
05131

RVLS5131

Total Parts: 124

Skill Level: 3

w w w. revel l . com

1/200 TITANIC SEARCHER “LE SURÔIT”

Length: 11.1 in (282 mm)

1/24 BENTLEY BLOWER
Magnificent muscle

Bentley Motors participated in the 24-hour Le Mans race from 1923 until 1930. Bentley
placed first in five of those eight years and two of those five first place finishes were due
to the 4.5L model Bentley. The addition of a Roots supercharger to the front of the Bentley
4.5L created the Bentley Blower. Although the addition of the supercharger lead to
much acrimony within Bentley, the ‘Blower’ did produce an incredibly impressive 240hp.
Kit features separate compressor, two-piece hood, spoked wheels, and decals for #8
from the 1930 Le Mans.
07007

RVLS7007

Total Parts: 123

Skill Level: 4

Length: 7.2 in (183 mm)

1/72 MITSUBISHI® KI-46 DINAH TIGER UNIT
All set to scout the skies

In 1937, the Imperial Japanese Army Air Force asked Mitsubishi for a long-range
recon aircraft that was faster than the single-engine Ki-15. Mitsubishi responded with
the twin-engine Ki-46, which proved highly useful during the Second World War. This
limited edition kit features new engine, cowl, nose, nacelle and canopy parts, plus three
marking options: 1. Type II: IJAAF 18th Co. Independence Flight, China, Kanko AF, 1943;
2. Type II: IJAAF 18th Co. Independence Flight, China, Kanko AF, Dec. 1942 and 3. Type III:
IJAAF 18th Co. Independence Flight, China, 1944.
02128 (Limited Edition)

HSGS0128

Total Parts: 63

Skill Level: 3

1/72 MV-22B OSPREY “JGSDF”
A sneak peek into future flights

The MV-22B Osprey has defied convention from day one. Although it flies like a heli, the
Osprey cruises with the speed and range of a turboprop plane. While the JGSDF doesn’t
currently have Ospreys in its fleet, they are expected to be added within the next year for
maritime roles. It is estimated that Japan will have a total of seventeen Ospreys by 2019.
This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. JGSDF Flight School SK, Code:
JG-4101, 44101 (imaginary marking).

02129 (Limited Edition)

Products for everyone!

HSGS0129

Total Parts: 140

www.gpdealer.com

Skill Level: 3
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NEW RELEASES

1/72 AH-1F COBRA “ISRAELI AIR FORCE” 2KITS
Fangs of the desert snake

In Israeli service, the American-made “Cobra” was renamed the “Viper”. No matter what
name it flew under, however, you didn’t want to be on the receiving end of its bite. A
stunning array of 70mm rockets, 20mm cannon shells, and TOW missiles were available
for deployment against any and all threats. Though Israel moved to using the AH-64
Apache in 2013, it was the Viper that kept Israel’s borders safe for much of the past thirty
years. Limited edition kit combo features new sensor, light, and chaff dispenser parts
plus decals.
02130 (Limited Edition)

HSGS0130

Total Parts: TBA

Skill Level: 3

1/200 P-8A POSEIDON VP-16
Always on guard

As its name would suggest, the P-8A Poseidon is a lord of the deep. Its sophisticated
sensor arrays are attuned to detecting ships above the waves and subs below them.
Should it turn out that these vessels are hostile, the Poseidon carries a formidable array of
torpedoes, anti-ship missiles, depth charges, and GPS guided cruise missiles for dealing
with any category of threat. Additionally, the Poseidon fills the valuable electronic signals
intelligence role. Kit features new wingtip, antenna bulge, and radar parts plus decals
for two variants, Codes: LF429 and LF433.
10811 (Limited Edition)

HSGS0811

Total Parts: 82

Skill Level: 3

1/12 SCALE HONDA® NSR500 1989 WGP500
CHAMPION
Leave the competition breathing tire smoke

After winning the 1988 WGP500 for Yamaha, Eddie Lawson jumped ship and went to ride
for Honda. Despite extremely stiff competition at events all over the world, Eddie Lawson’s
finishes were consistently in the top two, with four first place finishes. With all his wins
combined, Eddie won the 1989 Grand Prix Championships for the Rothmans-KanemotoHonda team, making him the only rider in history to win two consecutive championships
with two different teams. This kit features decals for Rothmans-Kanemoto-Honda 1989
WGP500 Champion Rider No.1 Eddie Lawson.
21504

HSGS1504

Total Parts: 192

Skill Level: 3

Length: 6.6 in (167 mm)

1/72 MITSUBISHI® F-2A “JASDF 60TH ANNIVERSARY”
“Viper Zero” leaves its mark

The Mitsubishi F-2A combines the latest technology from Japan and the United States to
create a state-of-the-art fighter for the 21st century. The JASDF currently has 61 F-2As in
its fleet, which are often referred to as “Viper Zero” by pilots. In 2014, select F-2As were
painted with a special livery in honor of the JASDF’s 60th anniversary. This limited edition
kit features one marking option: 1. JASDF 3rd AW, Code: 509 (03-8509), JASDF 60th
Anniversary special marking, Misawa AB, Sept. 2014.
02135 (Limited Edition)
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HSGS2135

Total Parts: 128

Skill Level: 3

Tech Support 217-398-8970

NEW RELEASES

Vintage personal roadster

Designed as the ultimate cruising car, the Toyota Celica 1600GT featured a four-cylinder
engine, elegant ‘Coke-bottle’ styling, and a sporty two-door layout. Though it never
achieved the same popularity as some super-sporty models, the Toyota Celica was within
reach of most consumers who wanted a little muscle and a lot of comfort. This limited
edition kit features new wheel and tire parts plus full decals.

20265 (Limited Edition)

HSGS2265

Total Parts: 88

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

1/24 TOYOTA® CELICA 1600GT

Skill Level: 3

1/72 SU-47 BERKUT ACE COMBAT® GRABACR
A unique take on the “Golden Eagle”

The Su-47 Berkut (“Golden Eagle”) is distinguished by forward-swept wings, which
maximize maneuverability and agility. When the Su-47 appeared in the popular “Ace
Combat” video game series, it was flown by Captain Ashley Bernitz, the famed Belkan
pilot from the Grabacr Tactical Fighter Squadron. This limited edition kit features display
stand parts and two marking options: 1. Belkan AF, 6th AW, 4th Sq., Captain Ashley
Bernitz, Code: 609, TAC name “Grabacr,” May 28, 1995 and 2. Principality of Belka, 229th
TFS “Grabacr,” Code: 000.
52122 (Limited Edition)

HSGS5222

Total Parts: 55

Skill Level: 3

1/72 F-15E STRIKE EAGLE “ACE COMBAT GARUDA 1”
Enlist in the Emmerian Air Force’s Garuda team

Featured in the 2007 combat flight simulator “Ace Combat 6: Fires of Liberation,” the
F-15E Strike Eagle is flown by the game’s protagonist, who has the call-sign, “Talisman.”
Talisman and his wingman Shamrock are part of the Emmerian Air Force’s Garuda team –
which is part of the 28th Tactical Fighter Squadron. Both characters spend the game flying
to save Emmeria from the evil Estovakian Air Force. This limited edition kit features one
marking option: 1. Republic of Emmeria, 8th AW, 28th F. Sq., “Garuda 1.”
52123 (Limited Edition)

HSGS5223

Total Parts: 192

Skill Level: 3

1/48 F-16D FIGHTING FALCON
Train with the “Black Widows”

In 1993, the 425th Fighter Squadron was reactivated to provide Singapore’s F-16 pilots
with the latest weapons and tactics training. To celebrate the twentieth anniversary
of their training, select Singapore Air Force F-16Ds were decorated with special livery.
This limited edition kit features new dorsal spine parts, plus two marking options: 1.
Singapore AF, 425th FS 20th Ann. Special Marking for Training in Luke AFB, Arizona, Code:
LF034, Dec. 2013 and 2. Singapore AF, 425th FS 20th Ann. Special Marking for Training in
Luke AFB, Arizona, Code: LF035, Dec. 2013.
07393 (Limited Edition)

Products for everyone!

HSGS7393

Total Parts: 142

www.gpdealer.com

Skill Level: 3
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Atlantis Models EVTFS 5” Lighted UFO
Take me to your display case

Ever since the invention of the rocket and the telescope, ‘are we alone in the universe’ has
become one of the most persistent questions asked by humanity. It’s nearly as common
as ‘where do we want to go for dinner’, and ‘what do you want to do tonight, dear’. Are
there saucer-shaped interstellar vehicles even now staring down at us? Maybe… and
if there are, maybe it’s a good idea to show them we’re looking back with this amazing
light-up UFO kit! Kit features LED lights, display stand and cardstock backdrop. Kit can
be assembled as ground assault or skyhook attack.
AMC-1005

AANS1005		

AMT 1/25 Chrysler/GM Corvette Corvair Motors
Parts Pack
Mix and match a monster motor

AMT’s Chrysler and GM Chevy Corvair Motors Parts Pack is back! It features components
for two complete motors, an early Chrysler and an air-cooled Chevy Corvair “145”. Both
engines include optional parts and are fully chrome plated for the ultimate in showstopping appearance! Kit features Chrysler 392 cu. in. V-8 with optional intake setup
plus a Chevy Corvair “145” with optional Spyder turbocharger.
AMTPP010/24

AMTS0010

Skill Level: 2

AMT 1/25 1969 Chevy CheZooom Corvair Funny Car
Freaky funny fast

The CheZooom Corvair Funny Car is back and it’s better than ever. AMT has retooled and
resurrected this famously popular kit, last seen in the late sixties. This funny boasts a
custom rear-engine chassis with blown drag motor for ultimate power. Kit features the
full “Retro Deluxe” treatment with optional tinted windows, retooled headlight covers,
rear bumpers, chin spoiler, wheelie bars, and original reproduction packaging and decals.
AMT873

AMTS0873

Skill Level: 3

AMT 1/25 2010 Chevy Camaro SS/RS Indy 500 Pace Car
Leading the pack

With a 400hp 6.2L V8, the Chevy Camaro SS/RS would be a ferocious competitor on any
drag strip in the country. In 2010, however, this vehicle simply led the real competitors
around the track in the Indianapolis 500 pace lap. For many spectators it was their first
sight of the fifth generation Camaro, a vehicle which nearly never made it to the public.
Kit features curbside style construction for lower parts count, fully detailed interior, roof
flasher light, full color Indy 500 pace car decals, and Indy 500 Pace Car Photo Card.
AMT893

AMTS0893

Skill Level: 2

AMT 1/25 1969 Chevy Corvair
Safe standing still

In many ways, the various models of Chevy Corvair were some of the most innovative cars
ever produced by GM. They featured air-cooled rear mounted engines and swing axle rear
suspension—features much more frequently found on European cars. At its introduction,
automotive enthusiasts and journalists alike were thrilled by the Corvair but the Ralph
Nader book “Unsafe At Any Speed” lambasted the suspension and helped cut Corvair
sales from 250,00 in ’65 to only 6,000 in ’69. Kit features stock, custom, or competition
builds, full color decals, vintage packaging, and mini display box.
AMT894

8
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Skill Level: 2

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Back to the races

Warren Tope’s famous Trans Am Mustang is back! This exceptional kit is the newest
release in the AMT Original Art Series. That means you get one cool, V-8 powered racing
machine from automotive and model kit history with large format packaging and a bonus
art print of the original, beautiful artwork. This is the kit for collectors, modelers, and
racing enthusiasts alike! Kit features Minilite racing wheels, pad-printed Firestone tires,
BOSS Ford V-8 racing motor, retooled front grille insert, full racing marking decals, original
art print of vintage box illustration.
AMT896/12

AMTS0896

Skill Level: 2

AMT 1/48 Hawker Tempest V Airplane

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

AMT 1/25 Warren Tope 1973 Mustang

The ultimate buzz bomb killer

Innovating on the features and fixing the flaws of the Typhoon resulted in the construction
of an entirely new aircraft—the Hawker Tempest. These new aircraft had thinner crosssection wings to improve airflow and Napier Sabre engines for increased performance.
The nimble, fast Tempest excelled at low altitudes and its high performance and heavy
armament made it Britain’s most successful V2 Buzz Bomb killer. Kit features optional
retracted or extended landing gear, full color decals, and vintage illustrated packaging.
AMT901

AMTS0901

Skill Level: 2

AMT 1/25 1969 Mercury Semi Truck Chrome Sleeper
Too shiny to sleep?

Chrome gives off a gotta’ have it gleam that is all but irresistible. That’s why this 1969
Mercury Sleeper is totally covered in chrome. This addition set is compatible with many
1/25 scale tractor truck models and adds a note of extravagant elegance. Kit features
chrome plated sleeper cab parts, sheet plastic for windows, retro window box packaging,
and full instructions.
AMTPP012

AMTS9912

Skill Level: 2

Dragon Models® 1/35 M1A2 SEP (System Enhanced
Program)
The best just got better

The M1 Abrams is one of the most powerful fighting vehicles on the planet, but
improvements added to the A2 variant and with the SEP have made it even more versatile
and effective on the modern battlefield. Improved fire control, better navigation systems,
additional communications equipment, and more give the M1A2 SEP an edge in conflicts.
Kit features newly tooled commander’s cupola, moveable gun barrel, smoke dischargers,
and many other new additional features.
3536

DMLS3536		

Italeri® C-7 Kfir

Devastating deltas
Based on the Mirage 5, the Kfir was Israel’s leading multi-role combat aircraft in the midseventies. As fighter technology evolved, the redesigned Kfir C.7 was used as a fighter
bomber. It exceeded at this role thanks to a host of upgrades including stronger engines,
increased munitions hardpoints, and improved avionics. Even after over a decade outside
active service, the Kfir is still remembered for its solid performance and distinctive delta
wing outline. Kit features decals for one IAF aircraft.
0163

Products for everyone!

ITAS0163

Skill Level: 1

Length: 8.3 in (210 mm)

www.gpdealer.com
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Italeri® 1/72 Macchi MC.202 Folgore
Italy’s fiercest fighter

Just prior to World War II, Italian fighters had two very serious problems. They almost all
used outdated radial engines and their light armament put them at a serious disadvantage
in fights where every second and every bullet counted. A licensed copy of the German
Daimler-Benz DB601 inverted V-12 aero engine boosted the Folgore’s flight performance
but its light armament of only two .50 cal (12.7mm) machine guns remained a significant
drawback through the end of the war.
1222S

ITAS1222

Skill Level: 2

Length: 5.9 in (150 mm)

Italeri® 1/72 Macchi MC.205 Veltro
Beefing up the bullets

The Macchi MC.202 Folgore helped eliminate the Italian Air Forces performance
shortcomings, but the Italians knew they were still not packing enough punch to bring
big fighters and bombers down. Their solution was to equip a substantially redesigned
MC.202 airframe with a powerful new DB 605 engine, two .50 cal (12.7 mm) machine
guns and two 20mm cannons. With that much muscle behind it, the Veltro was considered
by its designers to be a match for the P-51 Mustang. Unfortunately for the Italians, they
simply couldn’t get enough Veltros in the air. Only 262 were produced.
1227S

ITAS1227

Skill Level: 2

Length: 5.9 in (150 mm)

Italeri® 1/48 Curtiss P-40E Kittyhawk
Second string standouts

Most famous for its service with the Flying Tigers, the P-40 also served with distinction in
the Pacific, Middle East, and North Africa. Everywhere it went the P-40 came up against
planes that were technically more sophisticated, coming through with a combination of
sheer rugged construction and good tactics. Late in the war the type would be relegated
to the fighter bomber role, but its early successes in holding up the Axis war machine
everywhere were its greatest feats. Kit features six sets of decals.
2717

ITAS2717

Skill Level: 3

Length: 7.8 in (197 mm)

Italeri® 1/72 Scale French Supply Wagons
Join Le Grande Armee they said…

…see the world they said. Now I’m stuck on the back of this wagon, in the middle
of Russia, and it’s snowing! Did you hear something? Are those our horsemen… or
Cossacks? The success of Napoleon is largely attributed to his military genius but little
of that success could have been accomplished without the innovations to logistics that
allowed his armies to move quickly and decisively through hostile territory. French supply
wagons kept the armies supplied on campaigns all over Europe… but it’s a long way from
Paris to Moscow by wagon.
6017

ITAS6017

Skill Level: 1

Length: 5.5 in (140 mm)

Italeri® 1/72 Napoleonic Wars Prussian Infantry
Organized, efficient, deadly

In the course of the Napoleonic Wars, Prussian line infantry greatly evolved in terms of
numbers, tactics, equipment, and organization. Though they were at first badly beaten by
Napoleon and reduced to a French satellite state, Prussia endured, rebuilt, and returned
in force to seal Napoleon’s fate at Waterloo. The ability of the Prussian line infantry to
shrug off defeat and return to the fight turned Napoleon’s flank and the course of history.
Kit features single-piece figures in a variety of poses.
6067
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Skill Level: 1

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Best of the Berlin boys

German Fallschirmjäger (paratroopers) were some of the most highly trained, best
equipped, and most motivated of all German units. Despite their designation as
paratroopers, after the Battle of Crete they were used almost exclusively as motorized
infantry. They served in a ‘fire brigade’ role—rushing in to plug gaps and contain
advances. Their camouflage smocks led to their being dubbed ‘green devils’ on Crete—a
name the German’s lived up to it a sequence of extraordinarily fierce engagements across
Europe. Kit features forty-eight Fallschirmjäger with tropical uniforms.
6134

ITAS6134

Skill Level: 1

Italeri® 1/35 Land Rover 109” LWB

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Italeri® 1/72 WWII German Paratroopers (Tropical)

4-Wheel power, wherever you rove

The Land Rover is a major milestone in the history of off-road vehicles. It was designed in
1947, just after the end of WWII, for both civilian and military use. Its 4-wheel drive and
strong, reliable frame made it fully capable of tackling incredibly demanding trails with
ease. Land Rover design was strongly influenced by the Jeep, but the Rover featured an
aluminum body which was lighter and more resistant to corrosion. Kit features a 109
inch long wheel base version of the Land Rover.
6508

ITAS6508

Skill level: 2

Length: 4.9 in (125 mm)

Italeri® 1/48 Kfz. 305 3 ton Truck

Carrying the ‘Krieg’

The aptly named Opel Blitz was the medium truck of choice for the Wehrmacht during
WWII. Thousands of these trucks were produced and fielded to carry troops, supplies, and
even specialized anti-aircraft mounts or wounded. Without trucks like these, the German
war machine would have been mired in static combat just like WWI. The mobility, high
supply capacity, and speed of these trucks made Blitzkrieg possible. By 1945, however,
the Opel factory was nearly destroyed, Blitz trucks were being expended at a frantic rate,
and the dwindling trucks were short of fuel.
6606

ITAS6606

Skill level: 3

Length: 4.9 in (124 mm)

Italeri® 1/72 Kfz. 184 Panzerjäger Elefant

Giant guns and grinding gears

Weighing as much as ten flesh and bone African Elephants, the Panzerjäger Elefant was
a massive machine designed to carry one of the most lethal anti-tank guns in history. This
88mm gun fired a shell which could reliably blast through 150mm of rolled steel armor
at ranges of over a mile. Though it was incredibly lethal to enemy armored vehicles, the
Elefant suffered from a lack of serious anti-infantry armament and an exceedingly low
top speed. From a total of 91 produced Elefant tanks, only two vehicles survived the war.
7012

ITAS7012

Skill level: 2

Length: 4.6 in (117 mm)

Italeri® 1/72 AS-42 Sahariana

Fast to the front

Conflict across the long, dry distances of North Africa challenged the abilities of even the
most doughy generals during WWII. The difficulty of keeping such a vast area sufficiently
patrolled for defense inspired the development of several specialist vehicles, including
the AS-42 Sahariana. This vehicle was a topless version of the AB41 armored car with
impressive off-road capabilities and side racks for water and gasoline. Speed, light
armor, and a variable but generally heavy weapons load made the Sahariana a force to
be reckoned with.
7044

Products for everyone!

ITAS7044

Skill level: 2

Length: 3.3 in (85 mm)
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Italeri® 1/87 Vcff Hopper Car
Hop on board

Got great gear-grinding gobs of goods you need to get to where they’re going? Construct
a convenient conveyance for coal, concrete aggregate or cold iron. It should segue swiftly
and sweetly into your standing setup. Matches up magnificently with most HO scale
miniatures and machines. A little paint and a lot of patience will yield a pristine piece you
will be proud to display.
8707

ITAS8707

Skill level: 4

Length: 3.5 in (90 mm)

Moebius 1/350 BSG Colonial One
Carry the quorum to a new world

One of the most important vessels in the Battlestar Galactica series besides the
eponymous warship itself, Colonial One carries the president of the Twelve Colonies and
is the lead ship of the survivor fleet. Though not a warship itself, Colonial One is capable
of faster than light travel and is a substantially more modern vessel than the Galactica.
It is also capable of landing on planetary surfaces. Kit features detailed model with
landing gear.
945

MOES0945

Total Parts: 65

Skill Level: 3

Length: 10.5 in (266 mm)

MPC 1/20 1974 Ford Van Highjacker
Over the top offroad awesome

Think vans are just for soccer moms? Think again. The Highjacker is a super-lifted offroad
animal that will make any motor head’s pulse beat faster. Outside is an extreme paint
scheme with cool graphics, inside is a plush hunter/fisherman’s paradise complete with
a bed and a sink and stove.

MPC813/06

MPCS0813

Skill Level: 2

MPC 1/72 Space 1999 Eagle-1 Deluxe Edition

Far from home, but not alone

When the residents of Moon Base Alpha were blasted off into interstellar darkness by a
nuclear waste explosion, they were very fortunate that there were several Eagle-1 space
craft at the base. Throughout the two seasons of Space 1999, various versions of the
Eagle-1 were used to explore strange new planets, fend off attackers, and transport crew
wherever they needed to go. Build your piece of Sci-Fi swag today! Kit features lab
configuration Eagle with both resin and plastic pieces plus Booster pack parts and full
decals.
MPC816/12

MPCS0816

Skill Level: 3

Length: 12 in (305 mm)

Polar Lights® 1/25 Back to the Future III Time Machine
WARNING: TIME TRAVEL PARADOX AHEAD

Cowboys, Indians, cavalry, time travel, trains, romance, lynching, dashing heroes,
dastardly villains—Back to the Future III had everything. And, with this impressive set,
you can have what the whole movie centered around—a beat up old DeLorean that can
whizz you through time if you could just get it up to 88 miles per hour. Kit features easy,
snap-together construction for quick, simple builds.
POL926/12
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Skill Level: 2		

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Auto World® 4 Gear Batman Release 15
❚❚ Blow past the opposition in the Original Batmobile
❚❚ Laugh the competition off the track with Joker’s wagon
❚❚ Answer your need for speed with the Riddler’s truck
RDZW0295
Auto World 4 Gear
Batman Release 15

❚❚ Purr past with the Catwoman’s cool charger

Yomega® Assorted Striped Kendama Pro

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Jokers on you, drive faster!

Master the art of Kendama

❚❚ Wood handles for superior grip
❚❚ Competition-sized ball
❚❚ Full assortment of colors and patterns
❚❚ Master the game through hours of fun!

YOMH6801
Yomega Assorted
Striped Kendama Pro

Lionel® O-Gauge Barrel Loader Building
Roll out the barrel

❚❚ Fully assembled building
❚❚ Six barrels
❚❚ Exterior illumination
❚❚ 5.75 x 3 x 3 in
LNLU1017
Lionel O-Gauge Barrel
Loader Building

Lionel® FasTrack Girder Bridge
Chug across canyons and chasms
❚❚ FasTrack compatible
❚❚ Removable side girders for placement above or beneath platform
❚❚ 10” long
LNLU1248
Lionel FasTrack
Girder Bridge

❚❚ Metal base for extra strength

Lionel® O-Gauge Passenger Station
Wait in comfort

❚❚ Fully assembled building
❚❚ Molded in color
❚❚ Interior illumination
LNLU1737
Lionel O-Gauge
Passenger Station

Products for everyone!

❚❚ 12.1 x 8.25 x 6.5 in

www.gpdealer.com
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Official kits and accessories make
winning easy!
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DON’T MISS THE
BIG RACE…

Racing season is almost here. Don’t be a
last-minute laggard. Get a head start with
licensed Revell Pinewood Derby® products.
Choices run the gamut from pre-shaped
bodies to fully stocked kits, plus eyecatching wraps, tools and more!

®

Basic Wedge Kit & Wraps

Tools

Our Wedge Basic Racer and colorful
Car Wrap Decals are perfect choices
for do-it-yourselfers!

All include a CAD-drawn, pre-shaped body;
official wheels and axles; detail parts; paints;
brushes; sandpaper; decals and stick-on weights.

Use the Tuning Set
and Scale Set to
maximize your racer’s
performance while
minimizing weight.

RMXY9401

BATMOBILE
Trophy Kit

RMXY9647

Scale Set

RMXY9419

2015 Ford Mustang
GT Trophy Kit

RMXY8660

Wedge Basic
Racer w/Wheels

RMXY9642

Funny Car
Trophy Racer

RMXY9645

Tuning Set

RMXY9411

All feature a CAD-drawn, pre-shaped body; official
wheels and axles; detail parts; sandpaper; decals
and stick-on weights. Paint and brushes required.

SUPERMAN™ Car
Wrap Decal

Weights
Adjustable and race-legal, our Weights provide
the speed you need while keeping you under the
official 5-ounce limit.

RMXY9418

Ford F-150 SVT
Raptor Racer Kit

RMXY9634

Grand Prix
Racer Kit

BATMAN and all related
characters and elements are
trademarks of and © DC Comics.
WB SHIELD: TM & © Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc.
(s12)
SUPERMAN and all related
characters and elements are
trademarks of and © DC Comics.
WB SHIELD: TM & © Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc.
(s12)

RMXY9404

SUPERMAN
Sports Car Racer Kit
™
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Pinewood Derby® is a registered trademark of the Boy Scouts of
America. Manufactured under license. All rights reserved. For more
information on Scouting, visit scouting.org.

Products for everyone!

RMXY9601

RMXY9603

Round Chassis
Weight

www.gpdealer.com

Stick-On Chassis
Weight
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WOODLAND SCENICS LIGHTS
UP YOUR WORLD
®

With the new Just Plug™ Lighting System

What if you could add an instant
dimension to your hobby that
would take it from ‘cool’ to ‘awe’inspiring? With the Just Plug
Lighting System from Woodland
Scenics, you can do exactly that.
These lights are easy to use, great
for everything from train layouts, to
diecast models, to dioramas; to just
about anything you can design. Just
plug it in and add life to any layout.

❚❚

Add cool light effects to any
project quickly and easily

❚❚

No electrical knowledge or
special tools needed

❚❚

Control the brightness of
individual bulbs from the hub

❚❚

Easy to expand, modular
design

❚❚

Perfect for any scale you
choose

❚❚
❚❚

Fully DCC compatible
Light diffusing window film
and light block kits also
available to add even more
realism to your buildings

Long story short...
®

16
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Give your layouts light and life with the Just
Plug Lighting system from Woodland Scenics!
Tech Support 217-398-8970

F E AT UR E D M A N UFA C T U RER

With these great accessories!
MAT AND TRACK

It’s time. Time to turn your train set into a layout
you can be proud of; time to show off your
modeling skills to friends and family; time to add
a dose of reality to your rails. We’ve got everything
you need to do just that. From simple grass mats
to buildings, to people, we’ve got what you need to
make your layout a work of art. Look for these top
quality train accessories from brands like Woodland
Scenics, Bachmann, Lionel, and more.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

TOP OFF YOUR TRAIN SET
BUILDINGS AND FIGURES

44511 BACU6664

9” Straight N/S
E-Z Track (4) HO

706 ATLU0706

Passenger Station
Kit HO

44501 BACU6660

18” Curve N/S
E-Z Track (4) HO

630 MDPU0820

Water Tower Lighted
Built-Up HO

32901 BACU3901

BR5040 WOOU5040

Old Homestead HO

SS Grass Mat Green
100x50”
6-12014 LNLU2014

FasTrack Straight
Track O

TREES AND FLOWERS
33101 BACU5801

City People HO

32001 BACU2001

SS Pine Trees 5-6” (6)

Products for everyone!

A1866 WOOU1866

95523 JTTU5523

Engineers HO

1” Sunflowers (16) HO

www.gpdealer.com
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COMMENCE YOUR COUNTDOWN TO CONSTRUCTION

All include:
❚❚ Laser-cut wood fins
❚❚ Balsa or plastic nose cones
❚❚ Unfinished body tubes
❚❚ Decals
❚❚ Recovery parachute

Start building now, soar in the spring!

Magician™
Skill Level 2 kits require average building,
painting and finishing skills. These kits feature
laser-cut wood fins, plastic or balsa nose cones,
self-stick or waterslide decals, unfinished body
tubes and instructions.

Skill Level 3 kits require intermediate building,
painting and finishing skills. They feature multiple
laser-cut wood fins and parts, unfinished body
tubes, waterslide decals, balsa or plastic nose cones,
vacuum-formed plastic detailing and instructions.

So cool, it’s magical
Max Altitude: 1600 ft (488 m)
Height: 33.5 in (85 cm)
Diameter: 1.33 in (34 mm)
Weight: 3.5 oz (100 g)
Recommended engines: D12-5
(first flight), E9-6
ESTT2440

All require:
❚❚ Engines
❚❚ Starters
❚❚ Recovery wadding
❚❚ Launch pad
❚❚ Launch controller
❚❚ Tools
❚❚ White or yellow glue and/or

Eggscaliber™

Eggscellent acceleration
Max Altitude: 1700 ft (518 m)
Height: 20 in (50.8 cm)
Diameter: 1 in (25.4 mm)
Weight: 2.6 oz (74 g) w/o egg
Recommended engines w/o egg:
B4-2 (first flight), B6-2, C6-5, D12-5,
E9-6. With egg: B6-2 (first flight),
C6-3, C11-3, D12-3, E9-4.
ESTT2123

Hyper Bat

™

Vanish into the night
Max. Altitude: 2,125 ft (648 m)
Height: 21.9 in (55.6 cm)
Diameter: 0.98 in (25 mm)
Weight: 1.8 oz (51 g)
Recommended engines: Single stage:
B6-4 (first flight), B6-6, C6-5, C6-7.
Two stage: A8-0, B6-0 (first flight),
C6-0. Upper stage: A8-5, B6-6 (first
flight), C6-5, C6-7.
ESTT7217

tube type plastic cement

❚❚
❚❚

Paint
Finishing supplies

V2™

London’s lament
Max Altitude: 725 ft (221 m)
Height: 22.4 in (56.9 cm)
Diameter: 2.6 in (66 mm)
Weight: 6.3 oz (178.6 g)
Recommended engines: C11-3
(first flight), D12-3, E9-4, E9-6.
ESTT3228

Loadstar II™

Big Daddy™

Father of all rockets
Max Altitude: 900 ft (274 m)
Height: 19 in (48.3 cm)
Diameter: 3 in (76 mm)
Weight: 5.3 oz (150.3 g)
Recommended engines: C11-3
(first flight), D12-3, D12-5, E9-6.
ESTT2162
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Load lifter extraordinaire
Max Altitude: 1000 ft (305 m)
Height: 23.3 in (59.2 cm)
Diameter: 1.64 in (42 mm)
Weight: 2.8 oz (79.4 g)
Recommended engines: Single
stage: B4-4 (first flight), B6-4,
C6-5. Two stage: B6-0 (first
flight), C6-0. Upper stage: A8-5
(first flight), B6-4, B6-6, C6-7.
ESTT3227

Cobra™
Extreme 12™

Extreme excursions await
Max Altitude: 1900 ft (579 m)
Height: 46.4 in (117.8 cm)
Diameter: 1.64 in (42 mm)
Weight: 7.1 oz (201.3 g)
Recommended engines: Single
stage: D12-3, D12-5 (first flight),
E9-4, E9-6, E12-4, E12-6. Two Stage:
Booster D12-0: D12-5 (first flight),
E9-6, E12-6. Booster E12-0: D125 (first flight), D12-7, E9-6, E12-6,
E12-8.
ESTT7225

®

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

One bad bite
Max Altitude: 700 ft (213 m)
Height: 18.1 in (50.3 cm)
Diameter: .98 in (25 mm)
Weight: 2.9 oz (82.2 g)
Recommended engines: B4-2
(first flight), B6-2, C6-3, C6-5.
ESTT7228

www.gpdealer.com
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